vi	PREFACE
used in connexion with Mughal numismatics. In addition to the plates of coins at the end of the volume there are four plates of ornaments, and an index has been added giving references to the coins on which they appear.
In compiling this Catalogue, which comprises Volume II, I have attempted throughout to further the object which students of the Mughal series have now chiefly in view— a complete corpus of Mughal coins based on the Mint system. It did occur to me that,' in cataloguing this collection, an arrangement by mints instead of by reigns might be adopted : but valuable as, in my opinion, this would have been, it would have detracted seriously from its usefulness as a work of •reference. It was also suggested that changes in type might be marked more definitely by printing the number of the first coin, exhibiting each such change in thicker characters : but it seemed to me that this would be premature before numismatists have agreed upon what constitutes a type. An attempt has, however, been made to furnish data as for as possible towards this end by marking alterations in style and ornament perhaps more minutely than has been done hitherto. The determination of what constitutes a type, and the determination of the different types of the several emperors, is, as Mr. R Bjirn has pointed out, a most necessary preliminary to the compilation of a corpus. But the determination of mint marks and ornaments, and the allotting of fixed numbers to these, as well as to the couplets, are equally necessary; and in all these directions I trust that this Catalogue shows some advance.
In one respect the collection of Mughal coins in the Lucknow Museum l stands apart from all similar collections: the bulk of the coins which it comprises have been, as will be seen later, derived from treasure trove. The United Provinces, situated as they are in the very centre of the Mughal dominions, and including within their territory some of the most important centres of Mughal government, have
1 The collection in the Nagpur Museum has been derived in the same way, but as no printed Catalogue exists it is impossible to determine how it compares with other collections.

